Introduction
In this paper we focus on forecasting Italian inflation by combining factor models, following Watson (1998, 1999) and Marcellino, Stock and Watson (2000) with model selection procedures designed to deal with non-linearities and structural breaks by keeping track and combining the predictions of many models following Granger (2000) and Pesaran-Timmermann (2001) . Our aim is the evaluation of the potential improvement on the Stock and Watson (SW) methodology generated by allowing explicitly for model uncertainty and forecast combination. Our forecast procedure is based on rolling estimation of a large number of models, a subset of which is selected in each period according to a best fit criterion. One additional feature of our approach is that we forecast inflation on a month-to-month basis. Year on year inflation forecast is then built by combining monthly forecasts. This approach has the advantage of producing a consistent set of inflation projections over the entire forecast horizon and uses information more efficiently (modeling year-on-year inflation directly forces the econometrician to use information lagged twelve months). The performance of these models is then evaluated according to an out of sample, ex-post criterion. RMSE of the forecast errors are compared with our SW benchmark as well as with a number of alternative predictive methods: univariate autoregressive models, a VAR and a naïve, random-walk, forecast. Diebold-Mariano tests for the significance of the differences in MSEs of competing forecasting models are also carried out.
In section 2 we describe the general framework of our methodology.. In Section 3 we report our specific contribution to forecasting inflation, which consists of two main steps. First, we adopt a "thick modelling" approach by combining forecasts from all the possible models generated by an autoregressive specification for inflation augmented by factors extracted from over one hundred and fifty (see appendix) macroeconomic timeseries. We specify the autoregressive component by considering a large class of models which includes, in addition to a single lag term of monthly inflation, selected combinations of AR and MA error terms. Our choice of the specification of the autoregressive component is time-varying and it is determined, in each period, by a best fit, within sample, criterion. Once the autoregressive component is determined, our forecast strategy is based on thick modeling: we average the inflation forecasts generated by a subset of a large number of models. The regressors of these models include all possible combinations of a fixed number of factors extracted from our dataset. In section 4 we supplement our work with sensitivity analysis along two dimensions. We expand the sample size over which models are estimated and show that a wider estimation window (five years) worsens the predictive power of our models. We show that our strategy achieves rewarding results in terms of predictive ability as we do clearly better than the SW type benchmark. Further insight is achieved by splitting our sample into two parts. We find that results in terms of autoregressive component selection and optimal time length over which models are estimated are robust. This analysis sheds also some light on the forecast combination issue. On an ex-post basis, we find that the optimal size of our subset of models to be considered for forecast combination on (i.e. the percentage number of the models that we chose to average) is reached at approximately 70%; further expansion in the number of models leads to virtually no improvement in forecast performance.
In section 5 we extend our benchmarking beyond the SW model and consider VAR, univariate (which, in our case is represented by the initially selected autoregressive component) and naïve forecasts. On a twelve month, year on year basis, our model outperforms all the alternative models, however we find interesting evidence when comparing month to month forecast results. Adding factors to the autoregressive part brings to diminishing returns in terms of predictive capability as we move forward along the forecast horizon. We conclude the section by undertaking additional comparison between our model and alternative methods. More precisely, we apply the DieboldMariano test to compare the performance of all different approaches. Results confirm the analysis based on RMSEs.
In section 6 we attempt an assessment of the cost of not having the dataset updated fully in line with the consumer price index, i.e. of having data released with delay with respect to the CPI index. Our measure of forecast uncertainty takes into account this factor. Model estimates along the historical interval rely on a data structure that emulates the same "ragged hedge" observed in the last time period of our interval; data are always extended to fill the missing information with a projection rule. We run an additional simulation in which we override that rule and assume no delay in information availability. The difference between the two RMSE measures show the potential improvement generated by better projection rules for the relevant variables. The difference is very small. In section 7 we adopt our strategy to forecast core inflation -as measured by the CPI index with the exclusion of food & energy prices -and we achieve a significant reduction of the RMSE. Finally in section 8 we extend the analysis to the capability to predict turning points of the inflation rate. We show that our best model fares better, in terms of RMSEs, than a VAR. Results are, initially, less clear-cut when we test for statistical difference. However, we also look at the issue of improving forecast performance by mean of waiting for consecutive turning point signals.
We show that such a strategy is rewarding. To start with, the predictive capability of our method is markedly enhanced; furthermore, results become statistically different from those of the VAR.
The Benchmark Model
The framework developed by Watson (1998,1999) has become widely adopted for predicting time series. Recent applications for inflation forecasting can be found in Marcellino, Stock and Watson (2000) , Angelini, Henry and Mestre (2001, 2002) . In this framework forecasts of inflation are based on a class of models of the following form: is the annual rate of h-period growth of the price level p t , t π is the annual rate of monthly inflation, F J are factors -estimated by some variant of a principal component analysis from a large data set -, φ is a constant and e t+h is the error term. h t + π represents the h-step ahead forecast of the inflation rate. Projections can be defined as "static", as there is no need to iterate forward a model in order to achieve a h period ahead forecast. Factors model are applied to stationary variables; if the order of integration of inflation is deemed to be I(1), then the dependent variable becomes the mean acceleration of inflation over the period t, t+h. Models are estimated using a rolling window of data for estimation. They are estimated on monthly or quarterly data and the forecast horizon does not usually exceed two years.
It is a consolidated practice to carry out performance evaluation relying on out of sample analysis based on historical data (backtesting). Root Mean Square Errors of the forecast from time t+1 to time t+h are computed for several models and results are compared. Although the ultimate scope of the addition of factors is to improve on the autoregressive component, this is not always achieved. Table 1 summarizes some evidence based on the available literature. Angelini, Henry and Mestre (2001) provide interesting insight. The authors forecast Euro area inflation over a rather large time interval (and in sub-samples) using the SW methodology. In addition to changing time intervals, they experiment also several specification using different combinations of factors. They find that factors can improve on the performance of autoregressive models, however their evidence points to a potential weakness. In presence of structural breaks, factors based models perform worse than purely autoregressive models. This happens, in their case, when the test period starts in 1992 rather than in 1995. For the sake of our analysis we need to have a benchmark SW type model. In the remaining part of this section we describe the construction of such a model and its performance. Our balanced dataset consists of monthly data spanning from 1989:1 to 2004:2 and it includes 153 variables. Data include real, monetary information and the coverage is generally national, however several key foreign variables are present. Details are provided in the appendix. We proceed in two steps. First we estimate with OLS an autoregressive model as from equation 2.2
where the autoregressive structure can include up to 11 dependent variables with number of lags chosen by BIC; h spans from 1 to twelve. The number of lags is subject to change as the models are estimated recursively. We call this model autoregressive model (ARM). Then we add the estimated factors, as from equation 2.1, with different rules for F J and β(L) J . We tried several specifications, based either on a fixed number of factors (from 1 to 3) or on a time varying number of factors. These rules are called fixed because there is no ex-ante criterion to choose the number of F J and β(L) J (Angelini, Henry and Mestre (2001) ). We based model selection on two criteria: a) lowest possible absolute value of the RMSE on a twelve month horizon; b) maximum improvement against the autoregressive component on its own. We found out that best results are obtained by using only 1 factor (contemporaneous and with one period lag) and estimating S-W models along a a ten year sample. Such a long span of time is consistent with the approach usually taken in the literature. We tried both recursive and rolling regressions without significant differences in terms of performance. However, our preferred model has been estimated with a rolling regression. We label this model BSW. The ten year estimation sample restricts the interval for which we can report the RMSE statistics to the period 1998:1 2004:2. Table 2 reports the RMSE respectively of the ARM and of the BSW model. The columns indicate the forecast horizon of the year on year inflation rate: from 1 month up to twelve months. Despite our effort we find no strong evidence that BSW dominates ARM. The BSW prevails over ARM only in certain time horizons: from 4 to 7 months ahead. This is consistent with the evidence reported in Table 1 4 . Our estimation led us to detect a further potential drawback of such a methodology: independent year on year inflation forecasts along different time horizon often implies high and implausible jumps in the month-on month change of the price index.
3.
Our strategy
Our aim, as outlined in the previous section, is to enhance the predictive capability of the SW class of models. Our models can be represented by the following equations:
where h is the forecast horizon, p is the log of the price index, ∆ is the difference operator between time t and t-1 and ARMA are autoregressive and/or moving average error terms.
There are n such equations and the inflation forecast for time t+n is achieved by exploiting the month to month forecasts in the following way:
Importantly, this approach allows us to produce an year on year inflation forecast with a monthly frequency and with a consistent profile. It should be once again mentioned that, on the contrary, in equation (2.2) the year on year forecasts for different time horizons are independent. The model selection procedure requires two steps to be taken. We initially chose the autoregressive component that will be used in the full model, i.e.:
This is a time-varying specification (from now on called BESTARMA). In each period t and for each forecast horizon (for h ranging from 1 to n) we estimate a number of models that have the following structure:
where 10 ≤ s ≤ 14, s ≥ h and 10 ≤ q ≤ 18. The values of s and q where pre-selected after a relevant number of trial attempts on model specifications. Also, note that only up to one AR and one MA term are used at the same time. In facts, both parameters could be allowed to vary in the whole 1-18 range at some computational cost. With the mentioned values for s and q, the number of estimated models adds up to 90 equations for every t and every h. The within the sample selection criterion picks for every t and h the model that in the previous period featured the best corrected R-square value. All models are estimated with a rolling time window of three years. We end up with an autoregressive component that we call ARMAMOD.
The following step consists on adding factor regressors to the selected autoregressive component. We extract 7 principal components and for every period t we estimate all possible models that can arise including from 1 up to 7 factors, i.e. 128 models. The time interval remains the same, three years on a rolling basis. We call this class of models BESTARMA. Note that also the coefficients of the selected autoregressive components are estimated; this implies that the α and γ parameters in equations 3.5 (a,b,c and d) will change with respect to the original values. There is no guarantee that the selected BESTARMA specification will be the best one on an ex-post basis and, indeed, the optimal strategy would have been to try jointly all the combinations of autoregressive specifications and principal components. However, we refrained from doing so due to computational costs. Afterwards, we follow the thick modeling approach as initially envisaged by Granger (2000) , Peasaran-Timmermann (2001) and, more recently, Aiolfi and Favero (2002) . Rather than using the best ex-ante model -like in the consolidated SW framework -we look at the forecast made averaging the predictions of many models (Timmerman and Aiolfi , 2004) . The results over the period 1998:1 2004:2 (the benchmark sample for BSW) are reported in table 3 in terms of RMSE of the forecast errors. Rows show the statistics generated by choosing on an ex-ante basis a given percentage of best-fitting models. It is evident that the averaging strategy works: results improve as we increase the percentage of forecasts that we average. The improvement increases with h, the forecast horizon, and the maximum improvement is achieved for the twelve months ahead horizon. Finally, the RMSE of the BESTARMA model in the interval 1998-2002 is to a very significant extent below the BSW model. The improvement can tentatively be "decomposed" into a contribution coming from the "new" autoregressive component, one from the introduction of the principal components using only the best ex-ante model (BESTARMA) and one from thick modeling -i.e. the averaging of many models forecasts -(BESTARMA thick); see table 4.
Robustness
The evidence in favor of our strategy seems decisive as statistics show a remarkable improvement with respect to the SW benchmark. There are however a number of issues we want still to address. First we assess robustness of our conclusions, in terms of thick modeling, autoregressive component selection and optimal time length over which models are estimated. We perform the analysis using of the complete data set (1994:1 2004: 2) and also looking separately at two sub-samples. The first sub-sample, 1994:1 1997:12, is characterized by an initial upsurge of the inflation rate, followed by a marked slow-down; on the contrary, the second sub-sample Table 5, and Table 6 report the results delivered by thick modeling for respectively the 1994-1997 and the 1994-2004 intervals. The results in favor of thick modeling strategy are clearly robust; in fact, the conclusion drawn in the previous section are confirmed. In the 1994-1997 period averaging the prediction of a large set of models improves the forecast statistics to a larger extent than in the full sample. Furthermore, the more we extend the forecast horizon, from one to twelve months, the larger is the improvement. The best statistics are achieved by averaging out the forecast at around 70 per cent. The comparison of the forecast combination approach with the BESTARMA strategy are less clear-cut. Forecast combination dominates in the whole sample, but does not so in the two sub-samples. Results are displayed in tables 7,8 and 9. We conclude that risk adverse forecaster should lean towards averaging out a very large proportion of the models forecasts and use the BESTARMA model. Figure 1 presents some graphical evidence on the performance of the BESTARMA twelve month ahead forecast, using the 10 and 90 percent of the best ex-ante models, against the BSW model. INFL represents the recorded rate of inflation. Additional insight is given by Figure 2 , which shows the errors made by several models when the forecast of annual year on year inflation had been made in the month of December. The remaining issue concerns the length of the estimation window -three years. The 3 year estimation interval of the BESTARMA strategy is much shorter than the standard adopted in the literature, which goes up to 10 years. Such a choice is based on a relevant number of experiments over different, gradually increasing, time interval estimation lenghts. The evidence we found suggests that: the BESTARMA model is less clearly preferable to fixed models but, the remaining part of the strategy (i.e. thick modeling and more careful selection of the autoregressive component) holds as it still outperforms the BSW model. More importantly, results are significantly worse than with a three year period. For the sake of comparison, we report (Table 10 ) the results of one additional run of the models in which the estimation interval is extended to five years. Conversely, we did not explore a further reduction of the time window. In facts, a three year horizon with monthly data leaves approximately 25 degrees of freedom to each estimated model. Although, our choice was mostly dictated by a "practitioner approach" there seems to be also theoretical reasons to support it. By shortening the time interval we generate a faster update of both the loads of each factor and of regression coefficients. This strategy should dominate a choice based on a larger estimation window in presence of structural breaks.
Some additional benchmarking
In this section we move back to a benchmarking exercise. Here we consider simple models such as univariate autoregressive models and unrestricted VARs. The autoregressive component of the BESTARMA model lends itself to provide an additional layer to our analysis. The transformations outlined in equations 3.3 and 3.4 allows us to measure the forecast performance of our BESTARMA model in terms of year-on-year inflation rate. With respect to that definition of inflation, we have shown that BESTARMA is the preferred specification at all forecast horizons. However, we loose track of the marginal contribution to the annual inflation stemming from the monthto-month forecasts method on which we rely. In Table 11 we can compare BESTARMA statistics with ARMAMOD, the autoregressive component on which BESTARMA is built. We find that the addition of the principal components loses gradually (i.e. moving ahead the forecast horizon) its comparative advantage up to the point that a better performance in forecasting monthly inflation twelve months ahead is achieved by using only the autoregressive component. Consistently, if we opt for the introduction of principal components regressors for the first eleven monthly forecasts and, afterwards, we switch to the autoregressive only based forecast, then the combined results outperform our previously selected best forecast. This result seems to suggest that there might be a threshold beyond which it is not useful to use principal component indicators and it might become convenient to resort to a mixed strategy 5 . We also want to test our strategy against additional benchmarks. Inflation forecasts could be matched against structural models that include inflation pressure variables such as Philips curves and capacity utilization or even econometric models (like reported by Watson 1999 and Marcellino, Stock and Watson (2000) . This kind of comparison could be object of future work. Here we use a VAR model estimated on a small set of variables normally used to predict inflation. We consider the following variables: Italian inflation (always), price index of combustible commodities in euro index in euros, Italian production price index (coke ovens and oil refining), nominal effective exchange rate, Italian output gap, US output gap (both estimated with quarterly data using the HP filter and then made monthly), German inflation and real interest rate. The final VAR is the best performing combination of models that include from 2 to 4 variables with two or three lags; where time lags could span from 1 to 12. The best VAR 6 is the one with the lowest RMSE of forecast on a twelve month forecast period; i.e., the same out of sample best performance criterion that we used for the factor models. It turned out to include just two variables -inflation itself and price index of combustible commodities -with three lags. With respect to initial efforts, not based on iterative programs, we further reduced the RMSE of approximately 35 percent. Contrary to the factor models we achieved the best results with an expanding window, i.e. with a recursive estimate. In Table 12 we report also the VAR results. We find out that not only our BESTARMA model but also its autoregressive component (ARMAMOD) perform better. Table 12 contains, finally, the RMSE of a Naïve forecast rule (Atkeson, Ohanian, 2001 and Fisher, Te Liu, Zhou 2002) , such that at time t+12 inflation is expected to take exactly the current value. The Naïve forecasts perform just slightly better than the VAR model and BSW model but the RMSE on the twelfth month ahead forecast is higher than BESTARMA model 7 We have also used the Diebold-Mariano (1995) 5 In appendix we reassess the comparative performance of the two approaches on a 13 to 24 month horizon and find that the principal component based methodology maintains some comparative advantage. 6 The total amount of possible combinations we tried was over 24000. 7 The comparison is on the is a consistent estimate of
, is asymptotically distributed as N(0,1). Such estimate is built starting from the observed autocorrelation of d t . The goodness of the estimate rests, however, on the assumption that for each h-step ahead forecast horizon the autocorrelation of order equal or higher than h are equal to zero. This condition could be violated for several reasons, for instance seasonality. Therefore, in order to enforce the robustness of our test we compute the DM statistics for both year on year (INFL) and month over month price changes (INFLM). We also provide the value of the modified DM test proposed by Harvey et al. (1997 Harvey et al. ( , 1998 that corrects for the size distortion (i.e. the low number of available observations). The test becomes:
and it is distributed as a t-student. We adopted two versions for the g(.) function; respectively, the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean square error (MSE). They are used in the standard and in the modified DM test. Table 13 and 14 report the result achieved when comparing the forecast accuracy of the BESTARMA model with ARMAMOD, VAR, BESTARMA best equation and NAIVE forecasts for each time horizon included between 1 and 12. The null hypothesis of equal forecasting accuracy is always -i.e. in case of year on year and month over month projections -rejected and for every h when comparing BESTARMA against the VAR and the NAÏVE forecasts. When the comparison is made against ARMAMOD on a month over month basis the null is accepted only with h equal to 11 and 12. Reminding that ARMAMOD is the autoregressive component of BESTARMA, we could reasonably argue that expanding the forecast horizon the information content of principal components becomes less relevant. This finding is, not surprisingly, consistent with the RMSE comparison reported in section 3. On a year on year basis the null hypothesis is always rejected, even for h>10. Since yearly inflation forecast are made by nesting monthly projections, a number of better monthly forecast are largely sufficient to make rejection the only outcome. The null is accepted when comparing BESTARMA with BESTARMA best equation on a year on year basis. However, in the case of month over month the test is always rejected for h>7 (as well as for h=4); which would suggest that thick modelling becomes relevant when extending the time horizon of the forecast and when the information extracted from principal components becomes less relevant. Also in this case we find resemblance with conclusion drawn in section 3. Missing rejection of the null hypothesis in annual inflation case could be explained with better monthly results not being "sufficiently better" for building up a statistically relevant difference. Tables from 15 to 18 provide the DM and modified DM values when comparing forecast accuracy of each model against all the others. We stick to the 12 period ahead year over year forecast.
6.
Real time forecasting and "real forecasting"
A primary goal for our work is to build a reliable instrument for predicting inflation in real-time environment. To this end, it is important to remark that such an instrument is expected to be based on the information set available at time t; with t being the period in which the most recent observation of CPI is released. Normally, many variables of the dataset will only be available with a lag with respect to the CPI index. Therefore, the not available information up to time t has to be "filled in". We cope with this problem with simple projections rules, details of which are available in the appendix. The out of sample statistics so far provided do take into account this devise as we wanted to account for reliability of our system in real forecasting exercises. This goal was achieved by replicating in each period of the historical interval the same conditions present in the last period of our dataset. For instance, in 2004:2 industrial production was available only up to time t-l (i.e. 2004:1). Consequently, in every period over which we backtested our model the actual industrial production data was used only up to a one period lag. The last observation, corresponding to period t, was overridden using our projection rule. However, we wanted also to asses if the model performance is worsened by the unavailability of data up to time t. We ran the BESTARMA model along the historical interval switching off our real time forecast rule. Note that the difference between the two provides also an upward limit to the amount by which forecast can be improved with better projection rules for variables. Table 19 allows the comparison to be made. Interestingly, it would seem that the impact of data availability is negligible.
An application to core Inflation
According to a stream of literature, core inflation should be a relevant definition to be monitored by policy makers (see, for example, Wynne(1999) ). So far SW models applications have devoted little attention to forecasting such a measure. The aim of this section is to fill this gap and provide an insight on to what extent a SW models performance is affected by changing the reference variable. Clearly, being core inflation a less volatile measure than total inflation, we expect forecast statistics to improve. We concentrate on core inflation measure released by EUROSTAT, i.e. CPI all items, excluding food and energy. The statistics provided in tables 20, 21 and 22 report the ratios between the RMSE achieved when predicting core inflation with respect to the RMSE portrayed in tables 7, 8 and 9 (the total inflation case). We restrict our analysis to the BESTARMA, ARMAMOD and the NAÏVE projections.
The evidence confirms our a-priori. RMSE are substantially reduced. On a twelve month horizon the RMSE reduction reaches, approximately, 25 per cent with the BESTARMA forecast strategy and 20 per cent in the NAÏVE forecast case. Improvement is more marked in the sub-sample (1994 -1997) when total inflation was more volatile. Also the autoregressive model displays an improvement, which is actually larger than for the BESTARMA model: the RMSE ratio moves to 0.70 per cent. However, the absolute value of the BESTARMA RMSE remains lower than that of the autoregressive model ARMAMOD. This evidence is interesting because it shows that the principal components contribution is more relevant when predicting total CPI, which is more volatile than core inflation.
Turning point early detection
We have shown that BESTARMA makes a good job (comparatively to alternative models) in forecasting inflation behaviour over a one year time horizon. The main trust of this section is to use our inflation projections -hereafter extended to a 2 year interval -to forecast turning points. By doing so, we argue that the contribution that our modelling strategy brings to understanding future inflation outlook if further enhanced.
In our view, all projections up to one year ahead can be regarded as it "short term". As a matter of facts, gaining an insight on future inflation behaviour within this time frame is favoured by a number of factors. To start with, year on year inflation is constructed as a moving average of monthly price level changes with any h-periods ahead projection being conditional on the past (12-h) data. When h is relatively small, forecast errors are narrowed down. Furthermore, the scope for making large mistakes is also reduced by the presence of seasonal factors. However, beyond this threshold all carry-over and seasonal factor information disappears. Extending the time window poses a number of challenges. First of all, in paragraph 5 we found evidence that the contribution provided by principal components -which represents our information set -gradually looses predictive power. At the same time we observed that, as forecast horizon moves forward, month to month changes predicted by our model tend to stabilize to a constant rate. Overall, the likely result is that quantitative projections (i.e. punctual forecasts) on future behaviour of inflation become less "informative" and reliable. Turning point early detection provides, in this respect, an useful mean to extend the time horizon over which to gain an insight on inflation outlook. If we can predict that -at given date -inflation behaviour is going to switch (from increasing to decreasing or vice versa), it becomes less relevant if further ahead our inflation forecast becomes less accurate. Importantly, the fact that our forecasting strategy produces an inflation forecasts and turning point prediction which are mutually consistent represents a factor of strength. In what follows we account for the suitability of the BESTARMA model to detect turning points.
methodological issues
As a first step, we extend the forecast horizon to twenty-four months 8 . In evaluating the turning point detection capability of our forecast method we shall resort again to an out of sample testing strategy. Firstly, looking at the actual behaviour of the CPI index, we define the turning points. Second, we want to assess how well our rolling inflation forecast is able to achieve an early detection of them. The capability of our forecast strategy is then benchmarked against the VAR model previously described. We adopt the turning point definition as suggested in the classical work of Bry and Boschan (1971) 9 . We skip the complete explanation concerning the procedure, detail of which is provided in the appendix, and concentrate on its main implications. Once the procedure is implemented the sequence of turning points presents the following characteristics: a) A peak has to be followed by a trough and a trough by a peak. b) Each phase (peak to trough or trough to peak) must be at least six months long. c) A business cycle from peak to peak or from trough to trough must have a duration of at least 15 months -in order to distinguish business cycles from seasonal cycles -. d) Turning points within six months of the beginning or end of the time series are not taken into account. e) Peaks (or troughs) within 24 months of beginning (or end) of the series are ignored if any of the points before (or after) are higher (or lower) than the peak (trough).
We start by identifying inflation rate turning points along the historical dataset. Over the 1985-2002 time period six turning points of the inflation rate are found (1987:06 (troughs), 1989:06, 1994:07, 1995:11, 1999:02, 2001:01 and 2002:6) . See figure 4. The ensuing step would call for implementing the same exercise using inflation forecast produced by the BESTARMA and the VAR models and comparing their performance. However, the turning point sequence identified can not be used straight away. We need to go trough an additional preliminary step which consists in modifying the Bry-Boschan (BB form now on) procedure. In fact, the latter is designed to detect turning points using an historical dataset on an ex-post basis. In such a frameworks turning point detection in the two tales is not a relevant issue. "Special rules" (d) and e) above) deal with data truncation over the two ends of the interval. These rules make the BB procedure biased, if anything, toward discarding candidate turning points associated with recent data (i.e. data coinciding with the right end tale). Generally, turning point are finally accepted when more observations become available. Conversely, the most relevant part of our data set is made out of forecasted numbers and our focus is placed exclusively on one extreme of the time interval -the right end tale -.
deriving our inflation projections -i.e.100*log (P t+12 / P t ) -by nesting the outcome of month over month predicted price increases. Clearly, beyond the one-year threshold, inflation numbers entail now a forecasts for both P t+12 and P t . Both values are projected averaging results of the same share of models; e.g. the best 10%, 20%, (…and so forth). The wider forecast interval lends itself to compare again our principal component based strategy (BESTARMA) against its statistical benchmark model ARMAMOD, the approach that provided the second best results. In facts, in section 3 we hinted that beyond a given horizon there might be no scope for using principal components. We reported that the "marginal" contribution to the predictive power of the statistical component was decreasing when progressively extending the forecast horizon. The set of tables (22-25) provides results on the 13 to 24 month ahead projections. Results are not clear cut; component based projections fare better only in portions of the time intervals considered. Although there might have been scope for nesting forecasts, but we did not further pursue this issue.
Provided that there was no conclusive evidence in any direction we decided to stick to principal component based results also for second year projections. 9 An alternative method is proposed by Gracià-Ferrer, Bujosa-Brun (2000) and implemented also by Bruno and Lupi (2002) . Turning point is achieved, in this approach, working on a detrended (and seasonally adjusted) component of the selected variable. This approach, however, is most suitable for time series that are characterized by a business cycle pattern like, typically, the industrial production index..
The different perspective gives rise to two kinds of problems that have to be settled on a preliminary basis. Keeping in mind that our forecast extends from time t+1 to time t+24, the first problem we recon is that the BB complete procedure is highly demanding in terms of the length of the required forecast horizon. The combined effect of a preliminary smoothing of the time series, which uses up seven months of information, and the implementation of condition d) above restricts our capability to predict turning points up to 1 year ahead, approximately 10 . Concerning condition e), this is to be disregarded. On its own, this condition would entail the loss of 24 month information and it would completely impede the capability to forecast turning points 11 . The elimination of condition e) brings about a potential source of mistakes in the determination of turning points. To start with, the modified procedure might signal the existence of turning point that -on an ex-post basis -end up being only "local" minima or maxima (i.e. when -as the forecast window moves forward -additional information is available the procedure will no longer recognize them as turning points). It is important to clarify immediately that this problem arises also when the procedure is applied a data set that includes the observed price level up to 24 months ahead -i.e. to a perfect (error free) inflation rate forecast -when using a rolling time window. Figure 5 illustrates the concept. The variable TP_REALTIME represents the number of times in which the modified Bry-Boschan procedure (BBM from now on) identifies the presence of a turning point when using the historical data set. Comparison with figure 4 shows that the procedure assigns erroneously a turning point to period 1997:9. This mistake is made five times in a raw. Furthermore, assigning the turning point status to a local maximum/minimum can delay the identification of the true turning point. Turning point 1999:02 is not recognised as such until the procedures believes that 1997:9 is a turning point. Concerning the timing of turning point detection, there is an additional drawback related to the usage of the BB procedure in a forecasting environment. Provided once again, a perfect twenty-four period ahead forecast, the earliest possible identification of a turning point can occur with a one, two or three periods anticipation/delay with respect to the expected one year (t+12) advance. As matter of facts, the requirement of having at lest twelve observations beyond each "candidate" turning point is binding only for the initial step of the procedure, which works with a smoothed inflation variable. Additional steps operate the search on the original series and this can cause the timeliness of turning point identification to drift ahead or backwards 12 . The 1995:11 pick is detected for the first time in 1994:8 (1995:11 represents time t+14 when the forecasts starts from 1994:9). In evaluating our forecast method we recon the existence of these drawbacks and "control" for them. We do so by assessing the turning point prediction capability of our strategy relative to the forecast made with the BBM procedure using actual inflation data. To make an example, again with reference to figure 5, if our model places for five consecutive periods a turning point in 1997:9 it is making the right prediction because that is the outcome of the REALTIME projection.
The BBM applied to our BESTARMA (we concentrate on the projections produced by the average of all models) and to the VAR model forecasts produces the results depicted, 10 As clarified later on, it can actually occur that the identification happens with some anticipation or delay. 11 The alternative solution was to extend the forecast horizon to 48 months leaving in place condition e). This solution was discarded because it worsened the turning point detection performance when applied to the forecasted series. The inflation profile over the prolonged period becomes always smoothed and trendlike; with condition e) operating, this causes the existence of turning point to be excluded! 12 See the appendix for a more detailed explanation.
respectively, in figure 6 and figure 7. The overall impression that we get is that scatters corresponding to the BESTARMA forecast appear closer to the turning points initially signalled in figure 5. One additional feature is worth remarking. The VAR model seems more prone to signal incorrectly the existence of false turning points; this happens, for instance, in 1998 and in 2000. Moving to a quantitative assessment, we argue that a turning point forecast presents two desirable features. To start with the existence of a turning point has to be recognized as early as possible within the forecast horizon. Furthermore, the forecast should place the turning point as close as possible to the actual period of (or not too far away from) its occurrence. There is a potential trade off between these two -timeliness and precisionrequirements, which can be explained with an example. Let's assume that there is a turning point in 1999:10. The assessment system should be able to account for errors made respectively by a forecast starting in 1999:1 -when the last available observation is 1998:12 -that locates a turning point in 1999:12 (early detection, wrong date) and by a forecast starting in 1999:5 but placing correctly the turning point in 1999:10 (late detection, right date). We also want to make sure that the two possible mistakes -i.e.: failure to forecast an existing turning point and signalling the presence of a turning point when no turning will actually occur in the forecast interval -are treated symmetrically.
A different layer of analysis concerns the relationship between reliability of turning point detection and "stability" of the signal. There are two issues involved. To start with, when a turning point is predicted for the first time, how confident we should be on this prediction? The first signal could be just erratic/noise and be reversed when an additional month of information is available and next projection is made. For this reason, we might want to wait for confirming evidence before we trust this prediction. Second, even if, several consecutive forecast rounds keeps signalling the existence of a turning point a further dilemma could arise. The occurrence of the turning points could be placed in different -and progressively later -periods. In that case, how far away can be the "new" predictions located from the first one for us to believe that a turning point is really going to happen? As a matter of facts, if a model keeps postponing the occurrence of a turning point we will start doubting that it will ever take place. Overall, an additional trade off seems to emerge between early detection of turning point and confidence one wants to put on it. Waiting for a consecutive number of (consistent) signals should provide a safer approach at the cost is loosing timeliness. Some guiding rule has to be worked out 13 .
Finally, in designing the evaluation system, it necessary to take into account that we operate along rolling time windows and that there are repeated chances to detect the same turning point, with possibly different outcomes. In our exercise the number of chances is 24. The testing strategy which we adopt in the following section fulfils al the mentioned requirements.
procedure design and results
As previously mentioned, in what follows we consider all turning points signalled by the simplified Bry-Boschan as "real" turning points. We therefore assess the capability of our BESTARMA strategy and of the VAR benchmark relative to the REALTIME forecast.
We start by deriving binary variables from inflation forecasts. They take the values 1 and 0 if the inflation rate is included, respectively, between a peak and a trough or between a trough and a peak. In such a way, every change of phase corresponds a change of value of the binary variable. For each forecast horizon h, we shall call h t d , the binary variable identified by the BBM procedure applied to the actual inflation rate (i.e. the REALTIME) and h t d , the series achieved using forecasting models. The first building block of our assessment strategy is the Turning Point Error (TPE) statistics, which is defined as:
We build such a statistics for VAR and BESTARMA turning point projections matched against the REALTIME forecast. Table 27 reports, in the first two columns, the results for each time lead in our twenty-four period forecasting horizon. BESTARMA seems to fare much better. It is to be noted that values of TPE statistics stabilize in the final part of the time horizon, approximately after period t+16. This happens because the binary variable h t d , is characterised by an increasing probability of assuming an incorrect sign only up to the time horizon when the procedure is capable to identify a turning point. By design -as previously outlined -the limit is located a few periods beyond time t+12. In the final part the forecast interval the value of the binary variable will not change in any case, therefore its probability of being incorrectly signed stabilizes. An additional instrument suitable for comparing the two models performance is the sign test proposed by Pesaran e Timmermann (1992) . We call the two forecasting models x and y. Let h distribution with average being equal to n * P ; where
When substituting for the probabilities of the models x and y we have Table 28 show results of the PT test applied to the VAR and BESTARMA models. The 95% critical rejection value is always (i.e. for any forecast horizon) exceed; therefore there is strong evidence of forecasting capability for both models.
A different perspective is provided by the previously presented Diebold and Mariano (DM) test, now to be applied to turning point prediction at the binary variables h t d , and
Results are displayed in the third and fourth column of table 27. Although the BESTARMA TPE is -for h>5 -consistently lower, the predictive performance of the two tests is not statistically different across the whole forecast horizon. This is not the final outcome of our comparative exercise as further insight will stem from the effort to strike the best compromise between early detection of turning points and the reliability of the signals. We want to find out whether it is convenient to wait for consecutive signals (and how many of them are required) before validating a turning point prediction. Assuming that several forecast rounds confirm the prediction of existence of a turning point, there is one additional dimension of the problem to be dealt with. We want to ascertain if the time period in which the turning point is placed can be allowed to be different from the first prediction (and by how many periods). We experimented with several requirement rules entailing jointly a different number of consecutive signals -between 2 and 4 -and different allowed maximum distances between consecutive turning point predictions -between 0 and 12 -. We built the binary series corresponding to the forecasted turning point sequence accordingly; i.e. no change of value is allowed until the double requirement is fulfilled. A TPE statistics was then computed, for all double requirement combinations. The impact of the new strategy on the TPE forecasting statistics is straightforward. Disregarding a signal leads to an improved performance in two cases: if future information (i.e. subsequent data releases) reveals that no turning point occurs within the time horizon of our forecast or if waiting for an additional signals makes it possible to better locate the exact timing of the turning point 14 .
New TPE values and Timmerman tests for BESTARMA and VAR for the 24 period horizon can be found in tables 29-30 and 31-32, respectively. Table 33 reports for each h, the best strategy (i.e. the combination of consecutive signals and distance tolerated from the first signal) TPE associated to such strategy and the DM and modified DM tests between the BESTARMA and VAR best strategies. Results can be summarized as follows. A finding common to both models is that that waiting for more information, which is to say for one additional signal at least, is always rewarding. Concerning BESTARMA, the best combination within twelve months is generally provided by waiting for one additional signal and zero tolerated distance. Beyond that range we should wait for one an additional confirming 14 It might be highly undesirable to locate too early or too late a turning point prediction. For instance this could lead to errors in timing of policy decisions.
furthermore TPE values improve -become lower -as we increase the tolerated distance up until 4 periods. The overall message, conveyed also by figure 9, is that the optimal level of consecutive signals and of admitted tolerance increases as we extend the forecast horizon. VAR statistics are less clear and more difficult to be explained. In particular, the combinations ordering is counter-intuitive as number of consecutive signals and tolerated distance tend to decrease when extending the forecast horizon. An additional relevant finding is that using DM test to compare the best strategy for BESTARMA and VAR produces now different results. In most time horizons there is statistical evidence of different capability of turning point prediction. This is result represents a further improvement in the overall performance of our model and strengthens its capability to provide useful information regarding inflation also beyond the one year time-horizon.
Conclusions
This paper offers an empirical application of factor models and forecasts combination to forecasting Italian inflation. First, following Granger (2000) and Pesaran-Timmermann (2001) , we combine the predictions of a large number of models, a subset of which is selected in each period according to a best fit criterion. We forecast inflation on a month to-month basis and year-on-year inflation forecast is then built by combining monthly forecasts. Model estimation is performed on a rolling basis along an historical dataset, so that our methodology can be benchmarked against alternative forecasts. Over an year horizon our forecasting strategy largely outperforms -via RMSE comparison -a standard SW model. Forecasts combination and rolling regressions help a better modelling of non-linearities and structural breaks. Replacing year on year with monthly forecast provides gains inefficiency and introduces a further ("vertical") dimension of forecast combination as each separate monthly forecast is made out of a combination of different models. We have also analysed robustness of our results along a number of dimensions. We expanded the sample size over which models are estimated and show that a wider estimation window (five years) worsens the predictive power of our models. Additionally, we split our forecast validation sample into two parts finding that results in terms of autoregressive component selection and optimal time length over which models are estimated are robust. Furthermore, RMSE and TPE statistics are computed also for a purely statistical model (the autoregressive component of our estimated equations) a VAR and a naïve forecast. Simple RMSE comparison as well as statistical test (Diebold and Mariano) show that our preferred forecast keeps prevailing. Finally, we attempted an assessment of the cost of having data less updated than the last CPI index monthly release. Forecasts produced by our model take into account this factor; we compared the results against the same forecast strategy applied to a data set in which there is no delay in information availability. The difference appeared to be very small. Our effort was also aimed at extending the forecast capability of our strategy beyond one year horizon. We used our projections to predict turning points. Considering that our inflation forecasts become gradually less accurate as the autoregressive component starts prevailing (i.e. factors add little predictive power beyond one year); turning point prediction conveys valuable information over inflation tendency further ahead. We have then extended the analysis to the capability to predict turning points of the inflation rate. We show that our best model fares better, in terms of RMSEs, than a VAR. Results are, initially, less clear cut when we test for statistical difference. However, we show that waiting for consecutive turning point signals represents a rewarding strategy. The predictive capability of our method is markedly enhanced and results become significantly different from those of the VAR. 
Source: Bry and Boschan 1971, p. 21

A-2 24 Months Ahead Nested-Forecast
Two sets of RMSEs benchmark are provided for 13 to 24 months ahead forecast (tables 23-26). The first block of rows is built using the statistical approach results only. The last row reports the outcome when the use of the statistical benchmark method is restricted to the second year and, consequently, first year projections are drawn from the BESTARMA forecast. This strategy relies on a better first year forecast base and presents, obviously, lower year on year RMSEs. This can be verified in tables 23 and 24. There we find that the forecast performance of the principal components based strategy prevails slightly. Tables 25 and 26 provide the results for the underlying month over 15 Extreme values are substituted for values of a Spencer curve in order to eliminate the influence of special events, i.e. like strikes etc. 16 The Spencer curve is a 15-month moving average with negative weights at the extremes and positive and higher weights closer to the center. The weights on terms t -7 to t + 7 are: -0.0094 -0.0188 -0.0156 0.0094 0.0656 0.1438 0.2094 0.2313 0.2094 0.1438 0.0656 0.0094 -0.0156 -0.0188 -0.0094 month forecasts. If we exclude the "thick" modelling, the autoregressive selection prevails over the best ex.-ante equation with principal component. Note also that tables 23 and 26 presents the small drawback of a different backtesting interval with respect to previous tables, this is due to the extended (from 1 year to two years) range of the forecast and to the length of our database.
A-3 Projection Rule of Not Available Data
. When we run the model we want to exploit all available information, even if -normally -many variables will only be available with a lag. Let t the time coinciding with the most recent CPI data release. The procedure of principal components extraction requires a dataset which has not missing observations. In order to cope with this problem we use the following devise: we do not include in the procedure for the extraction of factors all the series that have more than three not available data (t-3); we fill in missing observation of the remaining series using simple projection rules. The first rule keeps unchanged the level with respect to the last data available and it is used with the surveys and balance of payment series; the second rule, for the remaining time series, uses the average of monthly growth of the previous twelve months.
A-4 Steps of turning point detection in Bry-Boshan algorithm
In a preliminary stage the algorithm detects "candidate" turning points using a very smooth moving average of the inflation rate. Afterwards, stepwise, it reduces the smoothness of the moving average ending up with the actual series. This procedure and the many restriction which are imposed at each step do not assure a constant timing for the detection of a turning point even if an error free forecast is used. First of all, the local maximum (or minimum) on a thirteen months centred moving average (first step) or fifteen months weighted centred moving average (second step) does not necessarily coincide with the local maximum when using the unmodified data. Furthermore, the procedure needs 12 months data each side in the second step where the local peak (or trough) is identified on a interval of plus or minus 5 months on the Spencer curve (fifteen weighted centred moving average). Consequently, if the turning point selected does not coincide with t+12, but falls, say, at t+12+i, the correct range is not t , t +24 but t+i , t+i+24. The following example will clarify the concept. Using BB we found that in 2001:1 there is a peak. Afterwards we used BBM operating on historical data with a rolling window. When the last observed inflation data was in 2000:1 (t), our set of projected data extended to 2002:1 (t+24). We might have expected to detect the turning point immediately (as 2001:1 is a time t+12) . However, the BBM procedure was not able to detect a turning point until observed inflation reached 2000:3 (i.e. at t+10). This happened because of the following reason. In the first step, the thirteen months moving average founds a local maximum at 2001:2. In the second step (when the Spencer curve is used) the local peak moved to 2001:3. This located the candidate turning point at (t+14). However, in the second step available data ended at 2001:6 (t+17, i.e. t+24 minus 7 month of data required to construct a moving average). Therefore the procedure excluded the peak until forecast arrive to t+26 (t+24+2).
The Dataset
List of the variables used to extract the factors. H  +1  +2  +3  +4  +5  +6  +7  +8  +9  +10 +11 H  +1  +2  +3  +4  +5  +6  +7  +8  +9 +10 +11 MA ( MA ( H  +1  +2  +3  +4  +5  +6  +7  +8  +9  +10  +11  +12 MA ( 
Annual inflation calculated as mean on the annual growth rate (right scale) and forecast calculated on December of the previous year for the next 12 months. ERR is error calculated like Y-Ỹ.
